
Ukrainian Nationals 
‘Goalkeeper Development Program’ 
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Description 
 The ‘Goalkeeper Development Program’ is a brand NEW way of 
approaching this position. For the first time we will be approaching the 
development of the goalkeeper not session by session but rather an 
approach that progresses the GK in larger blocks of learning. Similar to 
a team, you have areas that you work on in the Fall Season and differ-
ent areas that are addressed in the Winter time. We will take a season 
by season approach beginning this Spring. By the same time next year 
each goalkeeper will have been exposed to and hopefully mastered a 
variety of topics in goalkeeping.  The sessions will strike a balance of 
learning new and advanced techniques while pushing the tempo and 
maximizing repetitions and flat out hard work!   

Curriculum 
•Spring: Major goals will be to lay the foundation of proper handling, 
fundamentals to shot stopping, footwork, and comfort with ball on 
feet 

•Summer: We will advance the technique this season and incorporate 
ideas such as handling crosses, tipping, diving and break aways. 

•Fall: We will consider this in-season, so stressing tactical awareness 
like angles, coming off the line, dealing with pass backs, hitting a 
driven ball, organizing defenders. 

•Winter: The space being limited this is an opportunity to develop 
and circle back to essential techniques in handling, footwork and 
shot stopping 

Staff 
 Samir Badr will be the Goalkeeping Director for the club and use 
other knowledgeable instructors as needed. 



 Players Receive 
 Beyond receiving consistent and quality training sessions, players  
can expect to receive the following: 
•Ukrainian Nationals training top 
•Zoom Report Player Evaluations and goal setting 

Training Sessions 

Spring 2017 Weekly Topics (Will send out new curriculum every      
season.) 

Week 1: Ball handling 
Week 2: Footwork 
Week 3: Getting to ground 
Week 4: Footskills 

Week 5: Shot Stopping 
Week 6: Handling Crosses 
Week 7: Hitting a driven ball  

Details 
•7 sessions/60 minutes each 
•12:1 player to coach ratio 
•Dates: Thursday: 4/6, 13, 20, 27, 5/4, 11, 18, (Rain Date: 5/25) 
•Times: 5-6pm: ’08, ’07, ’06, ’05 Girls 
             6-7pm: ’08, ’07, ’06, ’05 Boys 
             7-8pm: ’04 and up Girls and Boys  
•Cost: $199/player

Sample Session Outline
Technical Training
20 minutes

Functional Training
20 minutes

Pressure Training
20 minutes

Description Various handling exer-
cises 

Performing exercises 
that show how the indi-
vidual skills learned in 
the first 20 minutes can 
actually be executed in 
a match.

Placing players under 
pressure such as time 
and space restriction. 
Adding defenders to 
give opportunities to 
demonstrate the tech-
niques of the day.


